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Abstract— SAMBA bus [1] is a high performance bus architec-
ture that can deliver multiple transactions in one bus cycle under
single-winner bus arbitration. The bus architecture displays sev-
eral advantages such as, high bandwidth, low latency, and low
performance penalty from arbitration delay, all of which make
it more scalable than traditional buses. However, its scalability
may be limited by the bus access logic delay. As a module is con-
nected to the bus through its interface unit, which is connected in
series on the bus, the bus logic delay increases linearly as the bus
size increases. In this paper, we propose to increase the scalability
of SAMBA buses through two methods: control signal lookahead
and module clustering. The control signal lookahead technique
can determine the bus access control signal in advance, thereby
reducing the effective delay of each interface unit. Module clus-
tering, on the other hand, can reduce the number of interface
units attached to a bus. Experimental results show that combin-
ing these two methods can effectively reduce the bus logic delay,
and thus increase the scalability of SAMBA buses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shared-buses are among the most widely used communi-
cation architectures for System-on-Chips. The main advan-
tages of shared-bus architectures include simple topology, low
cost, and extensibility. Several companies have developed
their own on-chip bus architectures, such as CoreConnect [2],
AMBA [3], and OCP [4]. An overview of current SoC bus
architectures is available in [5].

The main problem of shared-bus communications is that the
performance of buses decreases significantly when the bus size
(i.e., the numbers of modules on buses) increases. This is the
so-called scalability problem. The low scalability of shared
buses primarily comes from two reasons: bus bandwidth and
arbitration delay. Because a bus can be used by only one mod-
ule at any time, the available bandwidth of one module de-
creases significantly as the bus size increases. Bus arbitration
is another bottleneck for the scalability. A module seeking for
communication must first obtain the bus access grant from the
bus arbiter. This may introduce a long delay, which includes
the arbitration delay, the interconnect delay from a module to
the arbiter, and that from the arbiter to the module. The bus
clock cycle time may have to be significantly increased due to
the delay introduced by the arbitration process.

In order improve bus scalability, bus architectures capable
of delivering multiple transactions in one bus cycle are pro-
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Fig. 1. Structure of SAMBA Bus from [1].

posed in [1, 6]. For buses with larger sizes, there are higher
possibilities to have multiple transactions performed simulta-
neously. Therefore, the effective bandwidth increases when the
bus size increases, thereby improving the bandwidth scalabil-
ity. In [6], complex two level arbitration and tri-state buffers
are required for the proposed bi-directional split-bus architec-
ture, which may bring some difficulties for circuit design and
testing.

The uni-directional SAMBA bus architecture proposed in
[1] can perform multiple transactions simultaneously with any
traditional single-winner arbitration scheme. The overall struc-
ture of SAMBA bus architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of two sub-buses, a forward sub-bus and a backward sub-bus,
with opposite signal propagation directions. For convenience,
the addresses of modules from the left end to the right end are
assumed to be in an increasing order. All bus structures and
operations are symmetric for the two sub-buses. Therefore,
the structure and operations of only the forward sub-bus will
be discussed.

A module is attached to the bus through a corresponding
interface unit. As shown in the Fig. 1, multiplexers are used
to combine all signal sources, and each interface unit has a
multiplexer on one sub-bus. Through the multiplexer, either
the address/data information received from the previous unit
or the pending address/data of this unit are propagated to the
next interface unit.

A interface unit can access forward sub-bus for its pending
communication in the following three situations:

1. This unit is the arbitration winner of the forward sub-bus.

2. (a) The address of the destination of its pending com-
munication is lower than or equal to that of the arbitra-
tion winner; and (b) there is no bus transaction passing
through this unit.

3. (a) This unit is to the right of the arbitration winner; and
(b) there is no bus transaction passing through this unit.
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Fig. 2. Bus access logic for the forward sub-bus adapted from [1].

Bus transactions belonging to the second or third situations are
called compatible transactions.

Due to the ability to perform multiple transactions simul-
taneously, SAMBA buses have much better bandwidth perfor-
mance. Another interesting property is that the communication
latency of SAMBA buses is affected only slightly by long ar-
bitration latency. Therefore, SAMBA bus architecture is more
scalable and desirable in SoC designs with large numbers of
modules and long communication delay between modules and
the bus arbiter. However, a problem that SAMBA bus archi-
tecture encounters is that all interface units are connected in
series along the bus. Consequently, the bus clock cycle time
may have to be increased significantly due to the logic delay of
interface units when the bus size is large.

In this paper, we propose two compatible methods, control
signal lookahead and module clustering, to further improve the
scalability of SAMBA buses by reducing the bus logic delay.
The lookahead technique can reduce the average delay of each
interface unit, while module clustering can reduce the num-
ber of interface units on the bus. The bus logic delay can be
reduced significantly when both of them are used, thereby im-
proving the scalability of SAMBA buses.

II. CONTROL SIGNAL LOOKAHEAD

The bus access rules of SAMBA buses can be achieved
through an interface unit shown in Fig. 2.

The data/address received from interface unit (i−1) is prop-
agate to the next unit through f DAOuti (the output of interface
unit i onto the forward bus) if and only if the output from in-
terface unit i is valid ( fValidOuti−1 is asserted) and the output
of address decoder is negated, or

f MuxSeli = fValidOuti−1∧ ( f AddrOuti−1 = i).

Signal f Readyi is an internal signal generated by the interface
unit. It is asserted if (a) the data/address on f DAsdi is the valid
data/address of a pending communication, and (b) the source
module is the arbitration winner, a module after the arbitration
winner, or a module whose transaction destination is not after
the arbitration winner. A pending communication satisfying
the above conditions is called a ready communication. The
bus may transmit a pending communication if and only if it is
a ready one and there is no valid transaction passing through
the source interface unit. Signal fValidOuti, which is equal
to f MulSeli ∨ f Readyi informs the next interface unit whether
the data/address on f DAOuti is valid.

What an interface unit shown in Fig. 2 introduces to the crit-
ical path delay of the entire bus is the delay of the path from

the address decoder to the multiplexer control, and then to the
multiplexer output. As interface units are connected in series,
the bus cycle time may be significantly increased for SAMBA
buses with large numbers of interface units, thus decreasing
bus performance and scalability.

We propose a control signal lookahead method to reduce
the delay introduced by interface units. The central function
of an interface unit is to decide how to control the multiplex-
ers. Hence, if we can obtain the multiplexer control signals in
advance, without waiting for the output of neighbor interface
units on the address bus, the delay can be reduced.

Consider a forward interface unit i. There are two scenarios
when the interface unit should negate f MuxSeli, which means
that the data/address f DAOuti−1 from previous interface unit
should not be passed through interface unit i onto f DAOuti:

1. Data/Address on f DAOuti−1 is not from a valid transac-
tion, i.e., fValidOuti−1 is negated.

2. Data/Address on f DAOuti−1 is a valid transaction whose
destination is interface unit i, i.e., ( fValidOuti−1 ∧
( f AddrOuti−1 = i)) is asserted.

In the first scenario, the negation of fValidOuti−1 is equiv-
alent to ( f MuxSeli−1 ∧ f Readyi−1), which means that there
is neither transaction passing through unit (i − 1) nor ready
communication from unit (i− 1). In the second scenario, the
valid transaction is from either unit (i−1) (i.e. ( f MuxSeli−1∧
f Readyi−1 ∧ ( f Addrsdi−1 = i)) is asserted), or an interface
unit before unit (i−1) (i.e. ( f MuxSeli−1∧( f AddrOuti−2 = i))
is asserted). Therefore, we have:

f MuxSeli =

( f MuxSeli−1 ∧ f Readyi−1)

∨( f MuxSeli−1 ∧ f Readyi−1 ∧ ( f Addrsdi−1 = i))

∨( f MuxSeli−1 ∧ ( f AddrOuti−2 = i))

=
(

f MuxSeli−1 ∧ ( f Readyi−1 ∨ ( f Addrsdi−1 = i))
)

∨( f MuxSeli−1 ∧ ( f AddrOuti−2 = i)). (1)

Note that in (1), all the signals required for determin-
ing the value of f MuxSeli are available in the interface unit
(i− 1). Therefore, we can determine f MuxSeli based on sig-
nal values in previous interface unit (i − 1) without waiting
for f AddrOuti−1. This is called 1-stage lookahead, or single
stage lookahead. Note that, in (1), the value of ( f Readyi−1 ∨
( f Addrsdi−1 = i)) is dependent only on the pending commu-
nication of interface unit (i−1); hence, the delay of f MuxSeli

is dominated by that of f MuxSeli−1 and f AddrOuti−2.
The lookahead technique can be extended for multiple

stages. For a general n-stage lookahead, the transaction whose
destination is interface unit i may be initiated by interface units
{i− 1, i− 2, ..., i− n} or from f DAouti−(n+1). Therefore, we
have:

f MuxSeli =
(

f MuxSeli−1 ∧ ( f Readyi−1∨ ( f Addrsdi−1 = i))
)

∨( f MuxSeli−1 ∧ f Readyi−1 ∧ ( f Addrsdi−1 = i))

...

∨( f MuxSeli−n ∧ f Readyi−n ∧ ( f Addrsdi−n = i))

∨( f MuxSeli−n ∧ ( f AddrOuti−(n+1) = i)) (2)
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Fig. 4. The structure of the forward component of a cluster interface unit with
a cluster size of 3.

In (2), we can see that the decoding of transactions to in-
terface unit i now distributed in interface units from (i− n) to
(i−1). This introduces some additional logic and interconnect
cost. However, considering large resource used by buses, such
additional cost is minor. As we shall see from the experimental
results in Section IV. The lookahead method can significantly
reduce the delay from bus access logics.

III. MODULE CLUSTERING

The control signal lookahead technique can be used to de-
crease the delay of one interface unit. In this section, we pro-
pose a module clustering technique to reduce the bus logic de-
lay by reducing the number of interface units on the bus.

The main objective of module clustering is to group several
modules into one cluster, and all modules in one cluster shares
a cluster interface unit to access the bus. Fig. 3 shows an ex-
ample SAMBA bus with module clustering. Three clusters are
shown in Fig. 3. And each of them has a cluster size of two,
i.e., there are two modules in one cluster.

A cluster interface units is composed of one forward compo-
nent and one backward component, each of which is in charge
of the data propagation in one direction. Each cluster inter-
face unit performs three functions: intra-cluster communica-
tion control, selection among pending inter-cluster communi-
cation requests, and bus access control for inter-cluster com-
munications. Fig. 4 shows the structure of the forward compo-
nent of a cluster interface unit with a cluster size of 3.

The management of either intra-cluster communication or
inter-cluster communications is through multiplexers as shown
in Fig. 4. As in un-clustered SAMBA buses, only a ready
communication may be performed, be it intra-cluster or inter-

cluster.

The cluster interface unit shown in Fig. 4 utilizes a point-
to-point connection for intra-cluster communication. Through
the forward component of a cluster interface unit, a module has
direct connections to other modules on its right side. There-
fore, the ready intra-cluster communication can always be per-
formed as long as there is no conflict at the destination. The
conflict occurs when multiple modules are trying to access the
same destination module in the cluster. The selection among
these multiple ready communications sent to the same destina-
tion is called destination selection. The destination selection
is performed through a priority based method. In the forward
component of a cluster interface unit, transactions from left
modules have higher priority.

For a cluster, it may have multiple ready inter-cluster trans-
actions from its modules to be put on the bus. The selection of
one among these ready inter-cluster communication is called
source selection. Again, the source selection is priority based,
where left modules have higher priorities in the forward com-
ponent. The source selection is dependent only on the pending
communications of modules inside one cluster. Therefore, it
can be performed in parallel and have little impact on bus clock
cycle.

The bus access control part is performed by an interface unit,
which is shown in Fig. 2. It treats the addresses of all modules
in the cluster as its addresses, and takes the source selection
winner as its ready communication.

Module clustering may introduce additional logic cost.
However, the cost is typical minor for small cluster sizes and
can be compensated by the reduction of interface units. Be-
cause point-to-point connection is used for intra-cluster com-
munication, the logic complexity is quadratically proportional
to the cluster size. Fortunately, a small cluster size can also
achieve large reduction on the logic delay of SAMBA buses.
With a uniform cluster size of c, the number of interface units
on a clustered bus becomes 1/c of that on the corresponding
un-clustered bus. Therefore, module clustering can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of interface units on the bus, and
thus reduce the logic delay along SAMBA buses.

Another important property of module clustering is that it
can never reduce the possibilities of compatible transactions.
From [1], SAMBA buses with more interface units have bet-
ter effective bandwidth because there are more combinations
to have compatible transactions. Although the number of inter-
face units on a clustered SAMBA bus decreases, all compatible
transactions on a un-clustered SAMBA bus are still compatible
on the corresponding clustered SAMBA bus. In fact, module
clustering brings more possibilities to have compatible transac-
tions. Fig. 5 shows two examples of compatible transactions on
clustered SAMBA buses, which are incompatible on SAMBA
buses without clustering. In other words, clustered SAMBA
buses can further improve the bus bandwidth, especially when
there are heavy traffic among modules inside one cluster.

The module clustering can reduce the number of interface
units on the bus, while the lookahead method in Section II is
to reduce the delay of one interface unit. Therefore, these two
methods can be combined together to further reduce bus clock
cycle time.
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Fig. 6. Logic delay of SAMBA buses with 24, 16, 12 and 8 modules.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our experiments and results. The
first experiment is on the bus logic delay of SAMBA buses, and
the effect of control signal lookahead with different lookahead
stages. The second experiment studies the bandwidth and la-
tency performance of clustered SAMBA buses in terms of bus
cycles.

In the first experiment, we implement the bus architecture
through Verilog and mapped the design into TSMC 0.18µm
technology through Synopsys Design Compiler. We imple-
ment SAMBA buses with 24, 16, 12, and 8 interface units and
with lookahead stages of 0, 1, 2 and 4. Here 0 stage lookahead
means that the lookahead technique is not used.

The logic delay due to the interface units along the bus is
shown in Fig. 6. First, we can see that lookahead method can
effectively reduce the logic delay by 20% to 45%. Second, as
expected, the logic delay along the bus increases linearly as
bus sizes increase. Therefore, module clustering is effective in
reducing bus logic delay as it reduce the number of interface
units greatly. For example, consider a SAMBA bus with 24 in-
terface units. Without lookahead or clustering, bus logic delay
is around 8.6ns. The delay becomes near 2.9ns for a clustered
SAMBA bus with a uniform clustering size of 2 and 1-stage
lookahead. The reduction is more than 66%. With a uniform
cluster size of 3 and 1-stage lookahead, the logic delay be-
comes around 2ns, which translates into a 76% reduction.

While the primary objective of module clustering is the re-
duction of bus logic delay, the improvement on the bus band-
width performance is also notable. Our second experiment
studies the performance of clustered SAMBA buses through
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Fig. 7. Effective bandwidth of SAMBA buses with 24 modules. X axis is for
three different communication distance distribution.

simulation as in [1, 7]. The simulated buses all have 24 mod-
ules, each of which can either initiate bus transactions or re-
spond to transactions initiated by others. Bus communication
traffic is generated randomly followed a method in [1, 7, 8],
which is controlled by three different communication distance
distributions: Uniform, Poisson, or Exponential.

The effective bandwidth, which is defined as the average
number bus transactions performed in one bus cycle, is shown
in Fig. 7. Although the number of interface units on the bus de-
creases, the performance of clustered SAMBA buses does not
decrease. As some incompatible transactions in un-clustered
SAMBA buses may become compatible in clustered SAMBA
buses, the performance actually increases with larger cluster
sizes. Note that here the performance unit is based on the bus
cycle. When the bus cycle time is considered, the performance
improvement is much more significant.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes two methods, control signal lookahead
and module clustering, to improve the scalability of SAMBA
buses. Experimental results shown that the two methods can
achieve substantial performance improvement when combined
together.
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